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Individual Interests And Collective Action
INSKEEP: Are you saying that this is a conflict between collective action and individual solutions? YONG: Yes, partly. The idea is that you can collapse all the complexities about disease and the ...
A review of the pandemic suggests Americans have lost interest in public health
Earth Day has helped raise awareness about the health of our planet and our impact on it for decades, earning its spot as a noteworthy day on just about every business’s calendar. In the best-case ...
A More Meaningful Earth Day Demands Collective Accountability
In the current article, we argue that the current conceptualization of grief as “the acute pain that accompanies the loss of a loved one” is too narrow in scope. Specifically, our current ...
From Grief to Grievance: Combined Axes of Personal and Collective Grief Among Black Americans
READ MORE: Greater Lansing events where you can help protect the environment It’s no accident that individual consumer choices are ... I participated in two events that exemplify the kind of ...
What can one person do? Focus on solidarity with bold, imaginative, collective action
Individuals can feel narcissism for their group as well as themselves – and many politicians are succeeding by playing to those feelings ...
Poor us: how collective narcissism powers Trump and Putin’s supporters
Our society certainly has an “us” and a “them.” Ever has it been so, but perhaps never as openly divisive as we’re seeing today, in large part due to technology that makes rifts more visible.
Self-interest isn’t always the best contributor to the public good
The sustainability sector in the Asia Pacific region is on the rise, in line with whole-of-economy efforts to meet collective global climate targets.
Green jobs and skills: Paving the way towards a more sustainable future
Today, 24 organizations consisting of American communities impacted by U.S. sanctions, as well as peace and diplomacy advocates, have added their names to a letter calling on the Biden administration ...
Diaspora Communities, Humanitarian and Human Rights Organizations Call on Biden to Reform Sanctions Policies
Six of the UK's largest built environment bodies have teamed up to sign a joint agreement committing them to work to create a more diverse, equitable and inclusive sector.
Built environment bodies unite to improve inclusion and diversity
By discussing five of the biggest challenges his tech startup faced during the COVID-19 crisis, Swae founder Soushiant Zanganehpour delves deep into the many nuances of keeping a business afloat ...
A Roller Coaster Ride: The Ups And Downs Of Building A Startup During Uncertain Times
It is Earth Day 2022 — always falling on Lenin’s birthday, amusingly enough — the official theme of which this year is Invest In Our Planet™. As with every previous E ...
Earth Day 2022: Investing in Poverty, Suffering, and Human Degradation
"An individual cannot try to stall the entire functioning of the Board by stating that the decision taken by the Board are against his views because the majority differs from his view," the Delhi ...
Individual Cannot Stall Entire Functioning Of A Board Because Majority Differs From His View: Delhi High Court
April 23, 20 22. Formed in the aftermath of World War II, NATO is a military alliance built on the principle of ...
Nuclear Bomb Risks Triggered by NATO Pact – [30 Against 1 Actions]
Police have also detained citizens who used asterisks to suggest the letters in the phrase “No War!” and who held up blank placards.[1] A new law imposing huge fines and imprisonment up to 15 years ...
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